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Abstract. Individual clinician leadership is at the forefront of health reforms in Australia as well as overseas with many programs run by health departments (and hospitals) generally focus on the development of individual leaders. This paper argues, along with others, that leadership in the clinician management context cannot be understood from an individualistic approach alone. Clinician managers, especially in the ranks of doctors, are usually described as ‘hybrid-professional managers’ as well as reluctant leaders for whom most leadership theories do not easily apply. Their experiences of leadership development programs run by health departments both in Australia and internationally are likely to be based on an individual leader-focussed approach that is driving health care reforms. These approaches work from three key assumptions: (1) study and fix the person; (2) give them a position or title; and (3) make them responsible for results. Some would argue that the combination of these three approaches equates to heroic and transformational leadership. Several alternative approaches to leadership development are presented to illustrate how reforms in healthcare, and notably in hospitals, must incorporate alternative approaches, such as those based on collective and relational forms of leadership. This does not mean eschewing individual approaches to leadership but rather, thinking of them differently and making them more relevant to the daily experiences of clinician managers. We conclude by highlighting several significant challenges facing leadership development for clinician managers that arise from these considerations.

What is known about the topic? The professional development of clinical managers is topical in Australia at this time. Several professional development approaches emphasise the individual development of the clinician manager. The main emphasis of current programs is developing behaviours and traits in individual managers to make them better leaders. There is little empirical evidence of programs that are designed to strengthen a more distributed model of leadership in Australia.

What does this paper add? At the very least a distributed leadership approach that emphasises relationship-based models should be considered as an alternative to professional development programs that concentrate on developing stronger skills in the individual clinical manager. Other relational-based approaches need to be explored to add to leadership development programs.

What are the implications for practice? Consideration needs to be given to increasing leadership capacity through professional development models that cultivate a shared or distributed leadership approach amongst its clinical leaders and in which the notion of relationship-based or relational-focussed approaches are incorporated.

The quality of leadership within health services, particularly in Australia, has been raised in several recent high-level health system reviews (p. 186) as a major factor contributing to high profile failures in patient care. In addressing the apparent leadership ‘void’ behind these failures, health departments throughout Australia, as elsewhere such as the UK, have turned their attention to leadership as a possible ‘magic bullet’ for solving the problems that bedevil health systems. Indeed, it is often true that leadership is seen as a solution in and of itself for solving the quite complex systemic problems within healthcare. Many ‘leadership’ programs in health (and other areas from which health borrows) fall into what could be described as the ‘sheep dipping’ trade where select managers (cum leaders) are given training once or twice in their careers to become a leader. This ‘sheep dipping’ ethos in leader development means that many clinician managers rarely, if ever, become part of leadership programs that provide ongoing learning opportunities that connect to their daily experiences of leading clinical units. Moreover, many of these ‘sheep trade’ type programs are designed to address leadership issues from an individual perspective or what some term a ‘leader development’ or ‘leader-centred’ approach. The latter approaches focus on developing interpersonal competencies (styles, traits, etc.) of individual leaders (i.e. individual capacity building) to enhance their skills and effectiveness in order to build the human capital of the organisation. One of the most popular and widely used leader centric approaches is transformational leadership or variants of it.
Critics of leader development approaches point to the dangers of the self pre-occupation that emerges with the focus on the qualities, attributes and competencies of individual leaders helping to propagate a cult of ‘self-development’, ‘self-awareness’ and ‘self-improvement’ to solve significant organisational challenges that are usually beyond the remit of anyone person.4 The individualistic ethos also easily leads to organisational challenges that are usually beyond the remit of awareness.

‘Leadership’ is a term that is usually understood to mean that one person leads another. In this sense leadership is only one aspect of ‘managing’ in healthcare (p. 469).2

Others argue that individual capacity building, in whatever shape or form it takes, is not really about leadership development, which is described by some as specifically referring to ‘...the development of collective processes and social capital in the organisation and beyond, involving relationships, networking, trust, and commitments’ (p. 1221) as well as ‘the appreciation of the social and political context and its implications for leadership styles and actions’ (p. 325). The distinction between human (i.e. leader development) and social capital (i.e. leadership development) serves in the first instance to question the assumption that leadership is always the domain of one person per se2 and in particular, forces us to look beyond a single leader to leader-follower relations and to thinking about leadership as relationship based.

Relationship-based approaches to leadership (what is also sometimes referred to as ‘new leadership’) still include an individual approach to studying how social relations, especially between leaders and followers, develop through individual perceptions, cognition (e.g. self-concept), attributes and behaviours of social influence and exchange primarily to attain mutual goals in dyadic relationships between leader and members (or followers). These approaches stand in opposition to the heroic approaches to leader development, especially charismatic notions of leadership, but are still deemed as an ‘entity’ or individualistic approach because they still focus on the individual characteristics that leaders and followers bring to their interpersonal exchanges, so the ‘internal’ processes of individuals remains the focus.8 Some relationship-based approaches de-centre leadership and posit it as something occurring beyond leader-member dyads and thus extending to groups or larger collectivities.8 These approaches are also described as ‘follower-centred’ because they increasingly highlight collaborative forms of leadership, such as distributed, shared or team-based leadership, to name a few.8 It is our contention that relationship-based approaches rarely if ever inform leadership development programs for clinician managers or if they do, they are done so in a marginal way, usually in some ‘throw-way’ line about collaboration, shared leadership. Focussing on collective approaches is not new in health care research, but translating research findings into leadership programs is much harder.9

A leadership perspective that does not start from an individualistic approach would offer even greater challenges for leadership development programs in healthcare. Such an approach, termed a ‘relational perspective of leadership’, in fact completely switches attention away from leaders as persons (with followers) to leadership as embedded in relationships (i.e. it is about relating and relatedness) and as a social influence process through which ‘...coordination (evolving social order) and change (e.g. new approaches, values, attitudes, behaviours and ideologies) are constructed and produced’ (pp. 654–5).8 In opposition to entity approaches, the relational perspective of leadership views it as a process of organising in which all social constructions of leadership are continuously created and changed through language and communication (conversation, narratives, dialogue and multilogue) that are embedded in ongoing local, cultural and historical processes. The relational perspective of leadership treats the distinction between leader and manager or leader and follower as no longer critical because leadership is posited as an interactive process engaged in by participants who co-construct relational realities, that is, in a relational context where relational understanding is critical.7,8 Such an approach to leadership development means exploring how relational processes create the social dynamics that are critical to understanding leadership and by extension, how it is translated in a meaningful way into the daily practices and workings of particular groups of people.8

The paper proceeds by considering leadership in the context of public hospitals and the challenges posed by this selectively complex and multi-faceted work place for clinician managers. It examines several individualistic approaches to leader development that are being utilised in the health field. The paper then discusses how leadership development could be rethought by introducing a stronger emphasis on relationship-based approaches to leadership into programs for clinician managers. The key aim is to see how a shift to a relational approach would change how we think about leadership development for clinician managers who, we argue, face some of the most challenging leadership situations found in any organisation. We propose that a relational shift would mean building on the work done in other fields of leadership research to better relate what we know to the experiences and challenges of clinician managers in their day to day work contexts. This approach is sensitive to the different contexts in which leadership is enacted across health settings.

Clinic managers as reluctant leaders

Clinicians, who hold positions such as directors, managers or heads of clinical units and remain in clinical practice working alongside other clinicians such as doctors, nurses and allied health professionals, are by definition ‘clinician managers’ in the context of the Australian healthcare system. If they work in teaching (or tertiary) hospitals they might also be active academics and researchers and these clinician managers represent the most extreme example of the ‘hybrid professional-manager role’ in hospitals.10,11 Clinician managers do not constitute a homogenous group in Australian public hospitals and in the case of doctors, the majority of them are staff specialists who are employed by the hospital, though their engagement in private practice can vary and there cases of Visiting Medical Officers (who are mainly in private practice) heading up clinical units.
In terms of clinician managers, it is doctors who are traditionally singled out as being pivotal to healthcare reforms and to radical change within hospitals yet they are also recognised as the most difficult to integrate into the management systems of hospitals and are thus often targeted as the source of resistance to change.\textsuperscript{12,13} It is equally true that systems of administration in healthcare are not always supportive of the clinician manager role, especially doctors because of the myriad of problems these groups pose in terms of embracing management agendas and the predictable struggles that accompany moves to curb the jurisdictional domain of this highly professionalised group.\textsuperscript{10,14–16}

It is also widely recognised that clinicians, and especially doctors, are pivotal to cost containment and rationalisation of services in hospitals and that their leadership is posited as essential to reforms that have proliferated health systems in OECD countries.\textsuperscript{12,13} Yet despite extensive health sector reforms in many countries, including Australia, these clinicians have managed to retain significant professional autonomy, and hence control, over the use, if not allocation, of resources in hospitals.\textsuperscript{10,14,17} Clinician managers, especially doctors, are often ‘caught in the cross-fire’ between calls to increase their role in relation to improving performance \textit{qua} outcomes and targets across a range of areas while at the same time, still drawing significant autonomy from their professional roles.\textsuperscript{18}

The institutional context of the clinician manager is fraught with tensions and contradictions as well as time honoured power struggles. As has been noted in the Australian context,\textsuperscript{17} finding a leadership role for many clinicians is difficult when rather than seeing many professional groups, such as clinicians as partners, some hospital administrators fear and resent these groups treating them as ‘amateur administrators.’ By the same token, it has been observed that many health professionals blame professional, non-clinically trained administrators for all their problems and see them as the main obstacles to overcome in order to improve the management of hospitals and clinical practice. The complex hierarchies that health professionals work in, the intensely politicised nature of hospitals, the often poor alignment of responsibility, accountability and authority to perform one’s job as a clinician manager, and the deeply embedded collegial system of professional health workers (leading to tribalism and calls for autonomy and independence), pose unique challenges for leadership at all levels of management.\textsuperscript{10,12,13,18,19}

The unique bureaucratic nature of hospitals, and the dilemma of the purported multiple forms of leadership existing in them, pose significant challenges for all concerned.\textsuperscript{20} Professional leadership has its own form of resilience with many clinicians remaining more strongly influenced by their professional allegiances and obligations, including deeply entrenched collegial/peer affiliations.\textsuperscript{10,21} Some argue that professional leadership is \textit{de facto} informal in many hospitals and that by creating clinician manager positions, hospital administrators have sought to actively integrate clinicians into systems of management and governance. They go on to suggest that hospitals are an example of what is termed a ‘soft bureaucracy’ because of their strong professional–medical forms of legitimisation and control. Thus, hospitals have a hard and rigid exterior of managerially-based practices that symbolise what the public and external stakeholders expect of such institutions in terms of accountability, transparency and responsibility but on a day to day basis, their inner workings are characterised by loosely coupled practices and control systems that are based on the authority of clinicians.\textsuperscript{22} So despite the fact that there have been widespread changes in the health sector and the emergence of a new paradigm of professional-managerial relations based on the so-called ‘responsibilisation’ of medical autonomy, which is accompanied by the integration of medicine and management around new structures and management interventions, the actions of senior doctors still remain the most crucial factor in achieving health reforms at the hospital and clinical levels.\textsuperscript{9,17}

When considering the context of the clinician managers, the framing must also account for the tensions and conflicts that shape notions of leadership as a professional process.\textsuperscript{23} For Gleeson and Knights this means acknowledging that professionally-based leadership comprises a cadre of highly qualified reluctant leaders who do not see management as a career goal but who work in systems that generally fail to engage them in ways that ‘enrol their commitment and goodwill, and mobilise their willing expertise’ (p. 65).\textsuperscript{23} They draw insights from the further education sector in the UK but believe that their approach to reluctant leaders has parallels in other sectors such as health. For others it also comes down to the fact that many of these managers are reluctant recruits who having stumbled into their roles, do not invest in the role as a career and therefore, are seen as lacking commitment and the management knowledge and skills that would merit giving them the professional autonomy they seek.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, they are portrayed as standing in opposition to non-clinician managers who are seen as the agents of managerialism and state policies, and in the case of doctors, this is said to also apply to other health professionals such as nurses who are cast as the vanguards of managerialist reforms within the ranks of clinician managers.\textsuperscript{12,18,24} The clinician manager is typified as someone who, as a clinician sees themselves as possessing a degree of supervisory autonomy (clinical freedom to apply their professional knowledge) but with minimal goal autonomy because of central targets and controls. Yet wearing their manager’s ‘hat’, they often claim that they have neither professional nor goal autonomy, which is reflected in their lack of control over budgets and financial decisions.\textsuperscript{18} This suggests the clinician manager role has little to do with leadership, and if it did, we would only get woeful leaders.

Despite the above, the system needs clinicians on-side for much of the time for it to work and hence, the pressures to co-opt the best professionals, and often the informal leaders, into the ranks of clinician managers, in the hope of exerting a more managerially defined notion of leadership over their peers and colleagues.\textsuperscript{21} This co-opting or enrolment serves to institutionalise ‘hard’ governance with a ‘soft’ form of regulated professional autonomy. Despite this, it is also well recognised that leaders in healthcare at all levels are tightly bound by imposed policies and legislation and various other regimes of compliance that often makes the notion of leadership, as promulgated in many heroic approaches, difficult to apply.\textsuperscript{2,13}
Clinician manager and leader development

Although there have been many studies examining health leadership, the focus on clinician management and leadership is still an under-researched area, especially where doctors head up clinical units and are caught in the middle-streams of management. Moreover, much of the recent research on health leadership that is influencing leadership development in Australia comes from the UK and falls into what has been termed a ‘competency and capability approach’ in which the principal aim is to catalogue key leadership qualities, attributes and capacities of individual leaders in order to provide better training and selection of health leaders to enhance performance related outcomes.26 This leader-centric approach is instrumental in its orientation and prescriptive in its purpose, and often devoid of any accounts of how these approaches can be universalised from one context and country to another.11,25 There is a strong normative flavour in much of this research and, although qualitative research is often used, it is used to create a categorisation, labelling and sorting approach to leadership studies. These approaches represent a dominant paradigm in the field and form the core of the individualistic approach that, although important to incorporate into leader development programs, rarely admits of other approaches that could more closely resonate with the lived experiences of clinician manager.

There are two approaches, the NHS Leadership Qualities Framework (LQF) and the Transformational Leadership Questionnaire (TLQ), which merit attention as they represent a categorisation, labelling and sorting approach to leadership studies. These approaches represent a dominant paradigm in the field and form the core of the individualistic approach that, although important to incorporate into leader development programs, rarely admits of other approaches that could more closely resonate with the lived experiences of clinician manager.

The LQF was developed by the Modernisation Agency Leadership Centre, which is part of the NHS and has had the adoption in Australia. The framework was initially developed as a competency model for Chief Executives and Directors within the NHS, but has since been extended to apply to all leadership levels in the service. The final framework was developed in consultation with all levels of leadership in the service using techniques such as focus groups and interviews. The LQF comprises three clusters of leadership qualities considered to be important in the delivery of effective healthcare and the first comprises: Personal Qualities: self-belief, self-awareness, self-management, drive for improvement and personal integrity. The second cluster of qualities is more strategic in nature and is entitled: Setting Direction. Leadership qualities relating to direction-setting are: seizing the future, intellectual flexibility, broad scanning, political astuteness and drive for results. The third is called Delivering the Service, and comprises: leading change through people, holding to account, empowering others, effective and strategic influencing and collaborative working.

The LQF was designed to primarily explore and typify individual leadership behaviours and traits of the given leader. Within each of the fifteen qualities, the NHS developed mastery ‘steps’ that highlight growth and development. The LQF has proved useful in identifying ‘levels of achievement’ and serves as a tool of assessment and notably, 360° feedback, is used with other common strategies such as mentoring and ‘sheep dipping’ courses. However, the LQF does have several shortcomings. First, the framework does not adequately address several key leadership traits such as humour, courage and tenacity. Second, like several other frameworks, the LQF neatly encapsulates each of the 15 leadership qualities. In reality, there is an understanding that the delineation of these behaviours is rarely that clear cut. Finally, the LQF is designed for individual assessment and development of a leader’s potential, not as a model that embraces team leadership behaviours. Although useful in individual development framework, the LQF does little to advance the concept of leadership as a shared, sense-making or giving experience,27,28 rather focussing on the impact or influence of one leader on their peers, subordinates and superiors. The LQF highlights ‘personal’ qualities and behaviours that may ‘usefully articulate some of the things that a person does, or aspires to but it may (a) be a somewhat persecutory list of ‘oughts’ and (b) still do little to get effective leadership done’ (p. 10).29

Another influential approach the leadership development comes from the work of Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe30–32 who have also had significant impact on leadership thinking in the UK NHS. Their research has focussed on transformational leadership studies in public sector organisations such as the NHS with staff being the main informants, thus focussing on ‘nearby leadership’ as distinct from distant leadership that typifies US research on the topic.33 The researchers took the view that transactional (associated with routine managerial tasks) and transformation leadership are both needed in effective leaders but that transformational leadership means something different in the UK context compared with many US studies because in the UK it means enabling others and doing transactional tasks in a transformational way. They claim their theory is about small ‘t’ transformational leadership and not the ‘larger than life’ heroics found in US studies. Their work also identified gender differences and questioned gendered constructs, such as empowerment, and sought to theorise the gender implications of the categorisations of leadership dimensions.

The TLQ was the main outcome of the research and was developed by Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe30,32 for use in 360° feedback and is one of the most well-known leadership tools in the UK. It incorporates 14 themes or characteristics organised into three overarching themes: (1) Leading and developing others; (2) Personal qualities; and (3) Leading the organisation. These are compared with performance-related outcomes as well. Coincidentally, political sensitivity and skills was omitted from the NHS dimensions as it was thought to be more relevant to local government contexts. As Fulop and Linstead34 note Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe found that the leader as servant more aptly characterised how leadership in the NHS was framed by respondents in terms of managing change and enhancing organisational performance. Although their study also found vision to be important as a leadership quality, it was...
portrayed in terms of sculpting a shared vision and creating shared meaning and purpose, and involved other processes that help achieve a common purpose. They also found that in comparison to the heroic models of the USA, the UK version of transformational leadership emphasised connectedness and inclusiveness allowing them to conclude that there was a ‘far greater sense of proximity, openness, humility, and vulnerability’ in the UK approach to leadership…’ (p. 63).32 They also noted that organisational, cultural and gender differences in their study might have accounted for differences found across the two countries. The findings are not surprising given that US approaches to transformational leadership typically see it as CEOs winning the hearts, souls and minds of followers so that work roles and self-identity become synonymous with successful performance reinforced by beliefs about self-acceptance and self-worth. Thus, typically self-sacrifice and exerting effort is dependent upon followers being completely subservient to the mission and vision of the organisation cum its leader. In turn, the leader has a moral responsibility to the followers and must be able to engage and inspire them at an emotional level.3

In the UK study, the importance of influence over followers was noted but the key to attaining it was by achieving a congruence between individual values, self-identity and dedication to the organisation and marrying, rather than subverting, these to task objectives and the mission of the organisation. Hence why Alimo-Metcalfe and Alban-Metcalfe describe their findings as more akin to servant leadership, where the focus is on the followers and organisational objectives are subordinate outcomes, which is the reversal of the US approach.32 Nonetheless, the literature questions the underlying rationale and usefulness of transformational leadership in the NHS, especially its focus on leader-centric assumptions relating to leaders empowering employees and performing morally and elevating acts in the context of highly regulated and risk averse situations in which most health leaders find themselves.2 They also note the confluence that occurs between the heroic and less heroic versions that is something that is often overlooked in many leadership development programs.

Although individual development is a necessary element of improved performance, none of the paradigms critiqued in this paper provide the ‘magic’ framework to both express and discuss the importance of the shared nature of leadership for clinical managers. We propose to give two versions of what a shared leadership experience might mean and the leadership development implications that follow. We draw one from the relationship-based approach and one from the relational perspective of leadership. Both reflect a move to a collective, de-centred approach to leadership, which we believe is critical to healthcare reforms. This echoes the views of several other observers of the health system who argue for leadership no longer being seen as a position in the hierarchy but a process that occurs throughout the organisation and beyond.2,11

Discussion and conclusion

A relationship-based approach to leadership that has some relevance to healthcare is the distributed leadership approach. Hence, in the search for a better leadership approach, there needs to be consideration of moving from heroic notions of leadership to post-heroic leadership paradigms.35 Research points to teamwork, participation, empowerment, risk taking and less control over others as examples of post-heroic leadership behaviours.35 Post-heroic leadership models emphasise ‘not in the individual agency of one, but the collaborative efforts of many’ (p. 2).36 Although distributed leadership has been described in a variety of ways, the concept implies a social distribution of leadership where the leadership function is stretched over the work of several individuals and where the leadership task is accomplished through the interaction of multiple leaders.37 The literature supports this approach by suggesting a distributed leadership model promotes multiple groups of individuals, social distribution of the leadership function, and interdependency and shared responsibility.38 The concept of distributed leadership has merit in healthcare primarily because of the complex social and situational contexts that health leaders often encounter. Distributed leadership promotes inquiry-oriented practice through collegial relationships38 and dynamic interdependence between individuals and groups.38 Despite this theoretical ‘fit’, this approach requires formal leadership positions to relinquish power to others.38

Research highlights other challenges in implementing a distributed leadership model within the existing ‘command and control’ bureaucratic organisational structures that are present in most major hierarchical organisations.40 These challenges include: a perceived notion of a managers’ inability to initiate changes within the current structure; tension around influence and inclusion; broad-based buy in across the organisation; and trying to decentralise leadership while the formal structures become more centralised. Clearly, this approach needs the support of all levels of the organisation to ensure success but most of all it requires addressing the politics and power of authorisation that plagues leadership initiatives in hospitals.13 The panacea of multi-disciplinary teams or more lately, clinical networks, as a form of distributed leadership, is one recognised basis for research on leadership that will help to re-theorise leadership in the clinical contexts.

Nonetheless, the implications of this approach to leadership development are far-reaching for health how leadership development can be a shared responsibility, as manifesting in collective acts of leadership, as constituted in relationships other than those built on hierarchy, where social change processes can occur outside normal assumptions of command and control.8 Such an approach in healthcare requires a shift in research and leadership development to analysing the process of leadership under situations that are presented for general consumption as displaying persistent high ambiguity and complexity, as is the case in hospitals, where unclear goals, complicated hierarchical relations and systems of legitimation, are perennially being tested.9,12,13

Turning to a relational perspective of leadership, we have argued earlier that the many clinician managers are often reluctant leaders and as such are unlikely to identify with notions of good or exemplary leadership that are promulgated in the dominant discourse of leadership.25,41 Thus, what is needed is an alternative discourse of leadership that is grounded in accounts of leadership work derived from situations that a clinician manager can identify with. This can begin with studies that draw on the experiences and sense making of middle managers at the level of meaning
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Kelly et al. suggest that leadership work is a situated accomplishment and what we need to do is develop some sensitising cases and examples that will resonate with the experiences of managers who occupy similar positions (in their case it was high school principals and their senior managers in the UK). However, they say this will require presenting leadership work as “the extraordinarisation of the mundane” rather than the heroes of crisis management and organisational transformations that dominate leadership studies. They use an ethnographic study to distil what they consider to be the individual and collective accomplishments or activities that end up performing leadership for the benefit of others. In conducting their research they set out to identify what constitutes ‘... a good meeting; a good public presentation, a good staff briefing, a good presentation of accounts, and so forth...’. These are all activities that in fact dominate the day to day work of many clinician managers and present leadership opportunities across all contexts. Their study was framed in the context of the challenges posed by the discourse of new public management that has affected all areas of professional practice in the UK and certainly in Australia. They say that their research had nothing to do with revealing or uncovering secret or esoteric qualities of leadership but rather, they found that good leaders are competent and accomplished at two key things that are largely done through collective efforts of sense making. These they term the ‘accumulation of organisational acumen’ and the ‘gambit of compliance’, both terms derived from the work of Bittner. These terms have relevance when the focus of managers in the UK. However, they say this will require building a stock of knowledge to share and educate other managers in leadership work. Although organisational acumen is part of what entitles the leader to interpret rules and procedures to suit certain ends, it is also something that is distributed throughout an organisation. This work involves producing and mobilising convincing accounts of what is being done (e.g. achievements, financial status, performance, etc.) and this involves effort and collaboration as well as the manipulation of figures, stories, systems and technologies to get work done. This leads Kelly et al. to describe leadership as a pattern of activity that is summed up as ‘leadership through the management of accounts’ (hence relational and communicative) that must be seen to be done adequately by others (pp. 192–3). The gambit of compliance becomes a particular example of leadership through the management of accounts. These two concepts are extrapolated from the realm of doing professional leadership work and hence have parallels with the work of Gleeson and Knights who found that leadership as a professional process comprise two contradictory processes. The first of this involves a high incidence of unintended consequences, ambiguity and wasted effort as well as the ensuing fatigue, low morale and de-professionalisation that is common in critiques of the new public management. The second they say entails innovative skills and practices being adopted by professionals in and against the new culture of audits and the like, and it is likely that these are the instances of what might be considered as leadership work. These are the parts of leadership that are not researched adequately and then translated into leadership development programs.

Although recent reviews of health services highlighted shortcomings in the leadership capacity and subsequently health departments responding with tailored leadership development programs, two questions must be asked: ‘What kind of leaders are we developing?’ and ‘What approach are we using to ensure that the work of leadership gets done in ways that clinician managers can relate to?’ The answers to these questions remain unclear as educators and researchers explore frameworks that will adequately support the leadership development of our clinical managers. Until this time, the provocation should be: Are we developing more robust individuals who are fated to fail because, as Albert Einstein so wisely observed: ‘We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them’ (p. 2612).

The gambit of compliance... requires that considerable experience and skill be used to legitimately accomplish this kind of work. Knowing which story to tell, which figures to use and which stakeholders to communicate to is an activity built up over time, through many repetitions (including success and failures) through which leadership work is refined and crafted into a stock of what Bittner has also termed ‘organisational acumen’. (p. 195)

They argue that both these accomplishments comprise the often taken-for-granted patterns of interactions and activities as well as relational skills that comprise everyday leadership work when it is no longer presented in an extraordinary way. This means seeing management and leadership as no longer separate but as what comes from sense making in these contexts. They also say that these entail the sort of experiences that are typical of ‘... been there done that’ (p. 197) accounts that can be used to build a stock of knowledge to share and educate other managers in leadership work.
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